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Of Planets, Mining, and
Biogeochemical Togetherness
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PROLOGUE
The coarse and dusty, windswept terrain suddenly sinks in a deep and broad
crater layered with red ironstone. The outcrops that emerge from the walls
of the crater are bustling with activity: a number of wagons, machinery, and
men are busy drilling, blasting, hauling and moving the rocks, and extracting
pyrites. Perched on a 3-foot-6-inch railway in the bottom of the pit sits a massive Bucyrus 3.5-cubic-yard steam shovel. The steel behemoth has already
been steamed up and its drivers are starting to operate the swivel to crowd
the bucket with rocks. A team of eight men has been moving ahead of the
new machine recently imported from Wisconsin. They are armed with long
compressed air drills and dynamite, and blast the boulders, reducing them in
smaller fragments. The steam hissing, the smokestack belching, the bucket
and the tracks clanking, the husky voices of Spanish miners shouting, the
drills rattling and the explosives blasting in the distance, the Bucyrus begins
to haul tons of broken slate into massive wagons, as its trackmen are attending to the rails. Removing the overburden, the machine allows the workers to extract the lode’s minerals, which will be washed, crushed, leached,
cemented, reduced, smelted; its copper extracted to feed the burgeoning electrical industry; its sulfur, sulfuric acid, superphosphates, and other minerals
vitalizing a young chemical industry.
This is Corta Atalaya, on its way to become the largest open pit mine in
the old continent. Reaching deep in the entrails of the planet and exposing
the minerals of the Iberian Pyrite Belt, it lays bare one of the richest copper
deposits for the Rio Tinto Company Ltd to extract and sell. The Bucyrus
working the newly excavated site is the same model as those that are incessantly moving the soils of Panama to dig Roosevelt’s canal. It is early 1908,
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the dawn of a new century, a modern century. Progress is making its way
through mountains and valleys, digging canals, amassing dirt, extracting
minerals, laying cables and railways, spreading fertilizers, and blasting the
bowels of the Earth open: changing the world. Nature is made into resources
that can then circulate, be processed, transformed, accumulated, commodified
and sold more easily. The combination of extraction, the streamlined mechanization of production and transformation, the global reach of commodity
chains, the workings of capital, with the commensurability offered by a view
of nature as resource is at the heart of the Great Acceleration of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. And of its current and future transformations and declinations.
The vast mass of Earth orbits in the darkness of space. It rotates slowly on
its axis, and as the sun begins to dawn on the planet’s surface we start to recognize its features. ‘What will tomorrow look like? Our world is at its limits.
And yet, we all want more. And why not? Why shouldn’t the future be better
than today?’ As the voiceover continues, clips of natural and industrial activities on Earth appear on screen. ‘But where will it come from? Simple’: the
camera suddenly zooms past Earth, floating through the solar system and
focusing on an asteroid belt, as the voiceover continues: ‘our tiny planet sits
in a vast sea of resources, including millions of asteroids bathed in the sun’s
free energy twenty-four hours a day. The same rocks that could fall from our
sky also contain everything we could ever need; both out there and down
here. It is time someone seize the opportunity’. The asteroids are swept away
as the large logo of the company rolls in, noisily carved on the screen: DSI,
‘deep space industries’.1
In the twenty-first century, technoscientific dreams of spacefaring, colonizing, and terraforming take consistency in a growing commercial and entrepreneurial set of firms, practices, markets, products, and services, to explore outer
space as a way out of the limits of Terran resources. A number of companies
like Deep Space Industries are investing in developing the infrastructures
needed to mine asteroids. This is not science fiction: the possibilities opened
by the space race fuelled by Cold War imaginaries have indeed opened space
to entrepreneurial offshoots of the contemporary corporate world. Planetary
Resources, one of the largest firms in this new market, makes the rationale
behind this effort very clear: offering the possibility to refuel and restock after
exiting our planet’s gravity well allows a much cheaper and simpler avenue for
space travel. To achieve that, the goal is to mine asteroids for water and precious minerals. Water would provide the hydrogen and oxygen used as fuel for
spacecrafts, and the rare metals could be used for in situ, 3D-printed, automatized apparatuses, on top of their potentially exorbitant market values on Earth.
The logic guiding these projects is phrased clearly in DSI’s promotional video: resources are limited, but ‘we all want more’. It is the same
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understanding of nature as a pool of limited but commensurable and accountable resources to be extracted, processed, transformed, accumulated, shipped,
sold and used that fuelled the machinery of the Rio Tinto Company Ltd.
Having exploited and exhausted Earth’s nature as resources, this commensurability now reaches beyond the atmosphere of our planet. The same logic at
work in digging Corta Atalaya a century ago now pushes other firms to reach
for the stars (or, better, the asteroids).
Imagining nature as a collection of resources related through arithmetical operations and made commensurable through accounting and balancing
is common today. And a similar logic was at work in the making of modernization during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This long history,
its relatively simple and intuitive character, and its widespread use make
commensurability practically ubiquitous and leave it mostly unchallenged.
In fact, this way of thinking about the world is so naturalized that it seems
ineludible: even those wary of the problems with modern and exploitative
politics of nature struggle to find a vernacular that can move past the koine
of resources, their limits, and the balancing act of accounting for their inputs
and outputs. This becomes clear as soon as we think about the success of
notions like ‘ecosystem services’ or practices like ‘carbon trading’. In fact,
the whole conceptual apparatus behind the idea of sustainability—designed
to patch up the holes made by modernization—depends on the same calculability and commensurability that animates the logic of resources. Considered
from this position, the very notion of the planetary and its workings—which
grounds the Anthropocene in geological strata, atmospheric dynamics, and
vital interconnections across the biosphere—relies on the same repertoire of
the world as a set of resources in arithmetic balance that motivates mining in
Corta Atalaya and outer space. This notion of resources and their accountability, then, not only affects the way companies work, or the shapes that global
neoliberal corporations take. It also informs the way the planet is imagined,
and with it many other aspects of current forms of life and life forms on Earth
and beyond.
As this commensurability pervades our planet, the possibilities it opens
bring other planets, asteroids, moons, comets, and celestial bodies closer to
the reach of human extractive industries. The story of escaping the bound
of limited resources told by companies like Deep Space Industries suggests
that this logic of resources is an incremental one. And this idea of growing
precision, knowledge, accuracy, and technical possibilities synchronizes well
with a vision of scientific progress. But what happens if we revisit episodes
in this account of commensurability and resources without the grand narrative of progress to guide us? What if, instead, we focus on the details that do
not quite fit? Are all resources just the same, can they really be exchanged
and accumulated so easily? How do their conversions work in practice? Does
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the arithmetic of resources just add up everywhere in the same way? Moving
between Rio Tinto and the extraplanetary offshoots of resources that grow
from there, this text begins to highlight some gaps in this logic of commensurability and to excavate some alternatives to deal with naturecultures that
exceed the accounting of resources.
But how to tell stories that will not easily fit together in the ways we are
accustomed to? Feminist technoscience scholars Donna Haraway and Karen
Barad suggested a method of inquiry, a technique for writing and reading, a
genre of storytelling, an ethics, and a politics (yes, all those at once!) that is
an inspiration for the attempt I make here. They both mobilize the figure of
diffraction as a move away from the idea that reflexivity can be the solution to
the problem of representation. This is a move that does not solve representation in its own impossibility; one that does not renounce its responsibility for
saying something, and for what that telling does, for the worlds it conjures.
Instead, diffraction embraces the situated, modest interventions that it makes
possible, and uses them towards bringing about different worlds, ‘to make a
difference in the world, to cast our lot for some ways of life and not others’
(Haraway 1997, 36) in Haraway’s words.
Here, then, diffraction becomes an ethico-
political genre for writing,
thinking about, and interfering with the world, in a committed, situated, and
open-ended way. Diffracting the stories of the Iberian Pyrite Belt and its
extraterrestrial reflections, and the histories of earth, planetary, and life sciences that craft and reshape the commensurability of resources, allows for
different stories to surface.
PART I—PYRITES AND RESOURCES
The mining in Corta Atalaya joined the ranks of the Great Acceleration
since the second half of the nineteenth century in shaping the world in
which we live today. Resources and their extraction, accumulation, and
circulation are crucial to the historiography focusing on this time and help
understanding what followed. As natural and social scientists, historians,
humanists and artists turn their attention to this period in search for answers
to the challenges and concerns posed by the Anthropocene, the reach of a
view of nature as resources takes another dimension. Global nutrient cycles,
isotopic signatures, world trade, receding ice caps, wading mineral deposits, all come to matter and are made to account for present and anticipated
changes through a similar idea of commensurability. Extractive industries
like the one eviscerating the mountains around Corta Atalaya have an
immediately evident import in these stories: still today the area is a lunar
landscape, scarred by open pits, tracks, causeways, dams, heaps, holes and
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disseminated with the rusting skeletons and fractures of past operations.
Looking closer at this landscape and the histories and practices that sculpted
it, though, the idea of resources and their seamless movement and extraction
literally hits the rocks.
Hugh Matheson, first chairman of the Rio Tinto Company Ltd, starts gaining experience in trade and in the pragmatics of the global financial market as
this begins to take on a more homogeneous structure through modernity and
imperialism. He makes his fortune with trades in China—especially opium—
and becomes attracted to the concern in Riotinto by the fortune of Tharsis,
another mining venture in the same region that had been taken over some
years before by a British company and had encountered enormous success
since then. As the occasion presents itself to purchase the mining rights for a
bargain from the just declared and already troubled First Spanish Republic,
Matheson brings together the capital needed, forms the company, and carries
the first instalment of the payment to Madrid, riding with it on a train to protect it from the many warring factions opposing the government.
Still, the area needs large infrastructural transformations if it is to reward the
company and its shareholders with the anticipated profit. Aside from building
a costly and challenging infrastructure, from railways, to mining shafts and
open pits, from dams, to roads, and even to entire villages, the company has
to find the best ways to extract the precious minerals the founders are after,
to treat them at large, efficient, and cost-effective scales, and then to sell them
at advantageous prices. In the kind of financial trade Matheson is versed in,
resources are commensurable, and their value and importance can be counted,
in British pounds. And if infrastructure costs can also be entered in the logs
and books of the company and reported to the shareholders, the actual extraction of the minerals is proving to be more refractory than the accounting of
the newly established company expected.
To obtain copper and sulfur, lots of work is required: the overburden has to
be removed by blasting and drilling, and carried away, while the ores are to be
excavated and transported to a number of processing facilities—most of them
still to be constructed—where they can be classified and separated according
to their grade, grinded down in determinate sizes, and then sent on to different
sites where they go through further extraction processes. At its inception, the
Rio Tinto Company Ltd focuses on the extraction and sale of crude pyrites,
which are crucial raw materials for chemical industries and require minimum
processing. These minerals are sold mostly in lumps known as tal cual that
each customer crushes in his own plant, mostly in the United Kingdom. It is
the sulfur in the pyrite—together with the copper—that makes the ore valuable as a source of iron sulfate, sulfuric acid and sulfur dioxide used in the
production of textile dye fixatives, inks, antioxidants, reducing agents, and a
number of other new commercial chemical products.
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But pyrite does not come out of the mine in easy lumps: the elements
are often in various combinations and form different ores. To extract these
diverse minerals, a number of techniques are used. The major pathway for
extraction since the beginning of operations is called artificial cementation.
In this process, lower grade ores are amassed in heaps called teleras and
‘roasted’ in the open-air, letting the sulfur escape as sulfur dioxide smokes.
The calcines this operation leaves behind are then ‘washed’ in various baths
of acidic water that, over time, release the copper in solution. The liquors are
then transferred in ‘cementation’ tanks where copper is made to precipitate
on iron bars.
This process releases enormous quantities of sulfur dioxide in the environment, with devastating consequences. While roasting had been employed for
a long time even before the company started, the larger scale of the operation
now aggravates local pollution. The smoke is so thick that, especially during
winter, it creates an obstacle to movements and transportation: the reduced
visibility even causes accidents on the mine’s railway. But the worst damage
is to local agriculture: the winds carry the smoke all the way to the best land
in the area, around the village of Zalamea la Real. To keep the farmers quiet,
the company offers compensations and buys off the land. But these measures
are not enough. An anti-smoke league is formed, and labour issues merge
with the indifference of the company to the problems caused by the roasting,
agitating the workers and citizens of the area. The events escalate quickly: on
4 February 1888, during a meeting in the Town Hall in Riotinto, the gathering
crowd intimidates the military who open fire, leaving many casualties among
the protesting civilians.
Following the events, the Spanish government bans open-air roasting,
but the company manages to continue this process until 1907—though at a
smaller and decreasing scale. The roasting of pyrites, meanwhile, is drastically changing the landscape of the region: aside from the growing open pits,
the mounds of waste slate, and the many new infrastructures, the forests and
the surrounding cultivations are obliterated by the acidic smoke. As the land
changes ownership and the company attempts to contain the complaints and
the loss in reputation, its managers experiment with tree planting in the area.
First an Australian, W. G. Nash, head of the land department, introduces
Eucalyptus globulus. Soon after the company employs Kai Hasse, a Danish
forester who implements the planting of Pinus pinea. This pine species, a
pioneering one, quickly takes over the hillsides. However, it is not the environmental cost of the process that pushes the company to change their extractive techniques.
For the company, the main problem with roasting is that the sulfur is
wasted and it becomes impossible to recover it. Besides, the process is
labour-intensive: lots of workers are employed in building up the teleras, and
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even more complicated is their breaking down, since the calcines resulting
from the process are hot and corrosive. In fact, the railways are frequently
in needs of repairs and maintenance, since the acidic minerals weather them
fast. Furthermore, the increasing social and political opposition is clearly
becoming an obstacle to rising production. Hence, early on the company
also encourages the development of new processes of extraction. This leads
to the development of two patented processes by Heinrich Doetsch, a trader
in Huelva and one of the original partners of the company that facilitated the
acquisition of the operation with Matheson. These processes involve washing the ores with liquors mixed with salt and manganese. Faced with limited
success, engineers immediately complain about the inefficiency of these
processes, but remain unable to introduce better treatments until the death of
Doetsch, who manages to obtain royalties for his processes and selling salt
and manganese to the company.
It will be the death of Doetsch, and other transformations in the company,
the global market of metals, technologies, techniques, and knowledges, that
in turn will help in modifying extraction. Engineers and miners will proceed
to simplify the ‘natural cementation’ process Doetsch had taken advantage
of: it will be sufficient to leave the ore in large heaps, with enough ventilation,
and wash them with the acidic waters of the mines to dissolute the copper in
the liquors. These changes will not solve once and for all the problems at Rio
Tinto. The heavy demands heap leaching, as the process came to be known,
will put on local water supplies are just one of the many gaps extraction will
keep encountering in its making of resources. But also the problem will pave
the way to tinkering and transformation: the implementation of a complicated system of collection and redistribution of water undergoing constant
improvements, with the use of wooden launders and piping systems to resist
the corrosive effects of the acidic cuprous waters. It is these gaps and the
tinkering they call for that transform the mineral extracted, as they do with
the landscape of the Tinto valley, and the history of extractive industries and
global capital.
The way pyrite and the other minerals of the Iberian Pyrite Belt react with
other substances and to different processes, what they are to the diverse sets of
people that handle, tinker and deal with them, how they comply with or resist
certain techniques and treatments, all make of pyrite more than a resource,
shaking the commensurability of this currency. The conversions that should
happen seamlessly between resources—
like the process of extraction—
actually require lot of work, interfere in environments, change people and
social relations, influence politics and practices, bring about different forms
of life. These details cannot be simply written off: they all decidedly took
part in the histories that unfolded in Rio Tinto and beyond; they all shaped
socio-economic and political environments as much as geological and biotic
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landscapes. In the ores excavated by the Rio Tinto Company Ltd, pyrite was
a resource. But it was also much more. These other stories, which exceed the
logic of resources and stubbornly refuse to fit its narrative, suggest that how
resources work is not merely by following their arithmetic accounting: and
this becomes particularly clear if we consider the acidic mine waters more
closely.
INTERMEZZO—BIOGEOCHEMICAL RESOURCES
By the beginning of the 1900s, in the Tinto river valley, heap leaching had
become the main way to extract pyrites. But the process was working in ways
that still escaped the calculations of engineers and chemists. Ferric sulfate
would form faster than the standard reaction could account for. As it often
happened in mining, this was attributed to idiosyncratic characteristics of the
site and its ores and climate. It was common for mining concerns in distant
geographical locations to perform very differently, so that processes needed
to be locally adjusted. The particular concentration of some trace metals, or
the temperatures the heaps were naturally exposed to, or the local sources
of water were left to account for differences in the performances of various
processes. In this way the coherence of the logic of resources was maintained
intact, and specificities were brushed away as particularly local idiosyncratic
deviations from the rule. For this reason, even if the precise mechanism of
heap leaching was not completely elucidated, the common idea was that its
particular success at the site was due to some unspecified physico-chemical
conditions at the site.
It is only in the 1960s that another version of what is going on begins to
emerge. This new version comes with a reiteration of commensurability: in a
world composed of various elements, particles, and compounds that fuel and
materialize different natural processes, these materials can also be resources.
And not exclusively for humans, but for all kinds of processes and organisms.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, microbial life is becoming a tool
and a model that takes part in shaping a view of life as entangled in a capillary
network of biochemical and biophysical relations. A ‘new biology’ emerges,
and microorganisms are key to the understanding of its molecular and biochemical mechanisms. With it, several compounds take on new meanings as
resources for various biogeochemical cycles.
It is in this context that Paul Trussell, a microbiologist directing the British
Columbia Research Council, visits Riotinto in 1961. There, he collects samples of mine waters in which pyrite leached. With those samples, as with those
he and his colleagues gathered from other commercial copper-leaching plants
in Canada and Arizona, he inoculates a special culturing medium called ‘9K’
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and obtains cultures of a bacterium that recently caught the attention of other
microbiologists: Thiobacillus ferrooxidans. In an article Trussell published
in 1963 with a colleague, he writes ‘Without doubt, this organism has been
associated closely with the leaching of copper from chalcopyrite piles at the
Rio Tinto mine, Spain’. And he continues: ‘It is interesting to observe that the
temperature, pH, and oxygen levels found optimal for leaching in the present
studies correspond to those conditions arrived at by decades of experience at
this mine’ (Razzell and Trussell 1963, 602). This is the first report of microbial activity in Rio Tinto acid mine waters.
However, this is not the first description of the organism. The role of
micro-organisms in chemical processes characteristic of Acid Mine Drainage
like iron oxidation was discovered already in 1947, when Colmer and
Hinkle studied leaching in bituminous coal mines in the US Appalachian.
In the following years, microbiologists began characterizing the diversity of
acidophilic organisms, leading to the first description of the iron-oxidizing
bacteria found in 1947, which Temple and Colmer named Thiobacillus ferrooxidans in 1951 (and which was later renamed Acidithiobacillus in 2000).
This opened the way to a number of studies that focus on the physiology of
this and other acidophilic, autotrophic and iron-oxidizing bacteria. Elements
like sulfur and iron, in the process, are becoming potential resources for
extremophile organisms.
Simultaneously, this version of pyrite as a molecular resource for microbial metabolisms, is helping to turn bacteria themselves in a resource for
human use. In this molecular world, everything is part of the same physico-
chemical cycles and the energy stored in the bonds of FeSO4 can be used as
a resource by microbial life. The bacterial work of extracting energy, then,
necessarily can also be scaled up to serve human processes. In fact, it did not
take long to realize the commercial potential of studies on microbial metabolisms: already in 1955 Kennecott Copper Corporation, who owned the mines
where some of the original research was conducted, designed and patented
the first heap-leaching process based on bacterial activity. But to effectively
use the bacterial metabolism, specific techniques and technologies needs
to be experimented with to tinker with the resistance of bacteria and deal
with the many other obstacles, glitches, and gaps that emerge. Luckily for
corporations like Kennecott, a number of other transformations have already
brought about techniques and practices that can help in this effort of making
microorganisms into resources.
After World War II the success of microbially produced antibiotics like
penicillin offered the hope of defeating infectious diseases once and for all.
The war emergency created the necessary networks between the British and
American governments, academia, research laboratories and institutions, and
pharmaceutical companies, bringing together different disciplines and skills.
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These efforts led to the development of advanced technologies for the mass
culturing of microorganisms. As Robert Bud describes these apparatuses in
his history of biotechnology, they are ‘enormous continuously stirred fermenters, typically holding 50,000 liters’. And he goes on: ‘The skills developed in
building and operating these fermenters proved useful for the industrial-scale
production of many other microbiological products—including a host of new
antibiotics as well as the steroids needed in the new contraceptive pill’ (Bud
2003, 534). But also biofuels, like the ‘gasohols’ made with surplus maize
during the Cold War, and foodstuffs, like the ‘single-cell protein’ that is to
eliminate hunger by feeding the poor protein-rich yeasts similar to those
developed as cattle feed (soylent green, anyone?). And—from the 1950s—
metals, through the implementation of bioleaching technologies and ‘rational’
biohydrometallurgy.
It is a biogeochemical declination of the logic of resources like the one
articulated above that drives the new biotechnological industries. And this
logic is bolstered and made possible by tools and techniques for the multiplication of bacterial life like fermentation tanks, transnational and transdisciplinary networks and institutions, changing epistemic regimes, and microbial
activities that thrive with these techno-social realities.
PROLOGUE TO PART II
Plains of scarlet-grey dust, spotted by flame and gamboge rocks and craters of
rust formations surround a small device moving under a vermilion sky beaten
by the wind. It is Sol 2864, the 2,864th Martian day of Mars Exploration
Rover B Opportunity’s operations. The rover is spending its fifth Martian
winter on a north-facing outcrop, on the western rim of the Endeavour crater, informally named Greeley Haven. ‘The site is of interest not only for its
geologic features but because it has favourable northerly slopes to optimize
Opportunity’s solar energy as winter approaches in the southern hemisphere
of Mars’.2 Here the rover protrudes its robotic arm to analyse rock and soil
targets. In the long time spent on the red planet, Opportunity traversed more
than 35 km, scouting the vast expanse of Meridiani Planum and exploring a
number of craters on its way. The mission, which started on 25 January 2004,
lasted way longer than the original 90 Sol envisioned by NASA and still
returns a plethora of information on Mars, and especially the equatorial plain
where the rover landed, its geochemical composition, and its possible geological history. The site was chosen for the MER-B landing mainly because
the region was characterized, according to orbiter based remote sensing, by
the presence of sulfites, sulfates, and other minerals, in particular hematite.
This mineral generally forms in the presence of water, and for this reason the
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region promised good insight into the geological past of the planet and its
possible habitability.
In the rust, arid landscape, where rocks hide the horizon, and the wind
sweeps the dust, a drill is perforating the soil. It is Sol 2864, or 13 Feburary
2012, here, on Earth. The red, arid landscape is that of the Iberian Pyrite
Belt, along the basin of the Tinto and Odiel Rivers, not far from where Corta
Atalaya was dug to extract metallic sulfides. The drill is an exploration diamond drill, operated by CGS, a Spanish engineering company specialized in
geological surveys and prospecting. The company is drilling for the Iberian
Pyrite Belt Subsurface Life (IPBSL), a project of the Centro de Astrobiología
(CAB) of the Spanish National Research Council and the National Institute
of Aerospace Technology and lead by Ricardo Amils.
The similarity between the landscape of Meridiani Planum, in which MER-
B Opportunity is operating and the one in which the IPBSL project’s astrobiologists are conducting their research is not just a coincidence, and it goes
much deeper than the superficial characteristics of the landscape. The rock
cores the drill extracts showed the presence of pyrite, together with gossans,
iron bearing minerals, sulfites and sulfates, like jarosite and goethite. In fact,
the Mössbauer spectra of Río Tinto and those obtained from explorations of
Meridiani Planum are strikingly similar. This similarity suggested that the biogeochemistry of the Tinto River could offer insights on Martian geochemistry
and the possibility it holds or held for life. This gives a clue for understanding why CGS is drilling a core from the outcrops near Peña de Hierro. The
boreholes are instrumental in characterizing the microscopic niches where
various microbial communities take part, through their diverse metabolisms,
in the geochemistry of the area. Organisms like Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans use pyrite as a resource for their metabolism. To study these microbial
metabolisms the most interesting core samples are transported to the field
station, where the ores are processed, prepared, sampled, and analysed to
extract traces of life, called biosignatures. The IPBSL geologists that follow
the drilling examine the formations in the cores, looking for pyrites and other
ores rich in iron and sulfur, the same minerals the Rio Tinto Company Ltd
was after, and that are now fuelling microbial metabolisms.
The molecular logic of resources that emerges together with the metabolic
pathways of A. ferrooxidans offers a way out of some of the gaps resources
like pyrite seemed to get stuck into. The details of pyrite and its materialities
lurching in the Rio Tinto Company Ltd operation could stall the reach of the
accountability of resources. But the molecularization of this logic made the
challenges of these details into a quest for more knowledge and more detailed
accounting of the physico-chemical elements of the same arithmetic. Even if
the actual accounting is still difficult, it is possible to imagine resources as
reaching deep into the molecular fabric of reality.
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It is this biogeochemical currency that now allows fields as different as life,
Earth, and planetary sciences to work together. Providing a coherent framework, the logic of commensurable resources works like Euclidian space in
allowing conceptual coordinates to organize research and other practices. The
molecular logic of resources sits beyond the controls of Opportunity, reads
Mössbauer spectra, and feeds the ecosystems in the subsurface of Rio Tinto.
The very analogy between Mars and the Iberian Pyrite Belt relies on the
operations of this logic. But, again, how does this biogeochemical and stoichiometric balancing work in the research practices of IPBSL astrobiologists?
Does commensurability flow unhindered across organisms and planets, or
does it meet with gaps, obstacles and deviations like it did in the mining of
Corta Atalaya?
PART II—ASTROBIOLOGICAL METABOLISMS

AQ47

As the NASA Astrobiology Roadmap authors put it, ‘Astrobiology addresses
three basic questions that have been asked in various ways for generations: how does life begin and evolve, does life exist elsewhere in the universe, and what is the future of life on Earth and beyond?’ (Des Marais et al.
2003, 1). To answer these questions, astrobiologists concentrate on the origin,
the evolution, the distribution and the future of life in the universe. Vital to the
notion of life they work with is the molecular commensurability of resources,
since without it analogies between Earth cases and other planets would be difficult. But, in order to imagine how life could differ from how we understand
it now, astrobiologists use this biogeochemical commensurability to attend to
specific cases and exceptions, and their details. To understand how this commensurability works for these analogs, it is useful to consider the analogies
that bring Mars and the Iberian Pyrite Belt closer for IPBSL scientists.
The first thing to attract astrobiologists to Rio Tinto is the same resource
that attracted the mining companies: pyrite. The early work on A. ferrooxidans shed light on metabolic pathways that were considered unusual and
rare. But microbiology increasingly pointed at the ubiquity of these processes
and their ecological importance. The world is not only made of photosynthetic autotrophs—
primary producers like plants—
and heterotrophic
organotrophs—consumers like herbivores and carnivores: chemolithotrophy,
saprotrophy, mixotrophy, photoorganotrophy and many other metabolic pathways exist. In this context, the main components of pyrite, sulfur, and iron,
are essential resources that feed two important nutrient cycles.
This is particularly true in the Iberian Pyrite Belt. After the characterization
of organisms in the acidic mine waters, scientists turned their attention to the
waters of the 100 km river that crosses the formation. Getting its name from
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the dark red colour of its waters, the Tinto river is characterized by low pH
and high metallic ions content. These conditions had been long understood as
the product of the extractive history of the region. But, together with A. ferrooxidans, a surprising diversity of organisms—including eukaryotes—was
found to live in the river. The acidity and high content of metals were no
longer just traces of human activities, but also essential conditions for a particularly lively assemblage of microbial communities, providing them with
vital resources. And while the conditions of the river clearly differ from those
on Mars, they also pushed astrobiologists to look deeper. To make sense of
the high ferric iron concentration in the river, CAB scientists suggested that
the surface conditions can be the product of a complex subsurface ecosystem
that they call a ‘bioreactor’. This is why they are drilling the deep subsurface
of Peña de Hierro.
On Mars surface the present conditions are unsuitable for life: extremely
low temperatures, no atmosphere and no global magnetic field to shield from
cosmic and solar radiation. Still, the geology of the planet, its valleys and
formations suggest that there once was an atmosphere strong enough to allow
for liquid water on the surface. As Michalski and colleagues put it, ‘By the
time eukaryotic life or photosynthesis evolved on Earth, the martian surface
had become extremely inhospitable, but the subsurface of Mars could potentially have contained a vast microbial biosphere’ (Michalski et al. 2013, 133).
The subsurface, then, could still host signs of an extinct biosphere, or even
protect the remnants of an extant one. Then, as Fernández-Remolar and other
members of the IPBSL team wrote in one of their articles, ‘given that Mars
has lost its atmosphere, which would have provided greenhouse warming
and an ultraviolet shield . . . , the most obvious region to search for potential
habitats on Mars is the subsurface . . . Aquifers of acidic brines would have
provided the ingredients needed to support a feasible metabolic pathway for
organisms in martian aquifers in the past or, plausibly, in the current epoch;
putative acidic cryptobiospheres can be sustained by iron and sulfur chemolithotrophy’ (Fernández-Remolar et al. 2008, 1023). Iron and sulfur are present in large quantities in the Iberian Pyrite Belt, like on Meridiani Planum.
These resources, fuelling the cycles of acidophilic life in Río Tinto, could also
be the ones potential Martian life depends on.
In fact, pyrite has been at the centre of an important theory on the origin of
life, the so called ‘iron-sulfur world’ theory, proposed in the 1990s by Günter
Wächtershäuser. A chemist by formation, Wächtershäuser worked as a patent
lawyer, but dedicated his time to thinking about the origin of life. His main
idea was that metabolism would predate heredity, and this original metabolism would have been based on the iron and sulfur cycles.
Nevertheless, the IPBSL astrobiologists are not content with the possibility
of theoretically accounting for the biogeochemical processes of this scenario,
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as Wächtershäuser did: they are looking for ways to find more concrete traces
of life. In the field, these are called biosignatures: these traces need to be as
clearly biogenic as possible but can be chemical, isotopic, morphological,
or sedimentary. As traces, biosignatures are rarely definitive, and the more
signatures can be found the stronger is the evidence for past or present life.
But if biogeochemistry offers a currency to seamlessly move from geological
to planetary and to biotic processes, how to recognize traces of life? This is
an even more pressing question for IPBSL astrobiologists, since the biosignatures they might be looking for on Mars could be, potentially, of ‘life as we
don’t know it’. If life also started somewhere else, it might exhibit a different
chirality, or it might be based on different molecular structures from the DNA
and RNA we are familiar with.
The biosignatures IPBSL is looking for, then, need to be attuned to the
specificities of particular biotic processes, which often escape a simplistic accountability and the reductionist logic of resources. The presence of
chemolithotrophic ecosystems in Río Tinto, joined with the possibility of
comparing and analysing closely their mineralogical products, offers the rare
opportunity to analogically characterize a set of possible traces that have
unique features as markers of their biological origin. As Ricardo Amils, the
principal investigator of the project, puts it in an article, ‘acidophiles actually create the extreme conditions in which they thrive as a consequence of
their peculiar metabolism, which, in addition, generates mineral biosignatures
such as goethite, jarosite and hematite, that might facilitate their detection
in remote locations’ (Amils et al. 2007, 370). Characterizing them better on
Earth can help to understand similar formations on Mars and recognize biotic
mineralogical products when they are encountered by future missions.
As I follow the research of his team, Ricardo explains to me that the life
forms they look for
are chemolithotrophs because they play with inorganic substances, thus they
produce products, mineralogical products. So, from the analysis of these types
of minerals you also can guess the kind of activities you are facing. So, for
instance, sulfur reducers produce sulfhydric acids, sulfhydric acids combine
with metals and precipitates sulfites. So, if you can find sulfites or iron oxides
or sulfates . . . depending on the kind of elements you find along the drilling site
in the sample, they can give the microbiologists ideas of the kind of microorganisms that we can find.3

Life leaves traces of the specific activities that characterize it. Different
types of metabolism produce different signatures. The most evident ones are
offered by cell materials, and for this reason a group of scientists in the project is working with antibodies that are able to recognize different cell products (membrane components, sugars, proteins) present in the samples. These
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ones would be the best biosignature, since they are constituted by something
that cannot be made abiotically. But to find on the fossil record this kind of
molecules is not easy, especially because of the recycling activity that goes
on, particularly in extreme environments. ‘Life recycles everything’, Ricardo
tells me, showing how deep this logic of limited resources permeates ecosystem theory. Furthermore, these traces can undergo intense geochemical
pressures and transformation due to morphological and geological processes.
Another type of biosignature is constituted of things that are produced and
discarded by microorganisms. These are more easily incorporated in the fossil record, since they are not reused. In this sense, as Ricardo pointed out to
me, ‘sulfites are interesting because they are not made at the temperature and
pressures of geology. So you can distinguish them from the crystal structure.
The sulfites made by sulfur reducers, we call these botryoids because they
look like cauliflowers, not like perfect crystals as the ones that are the product of geological processes’. The crystal structure of minerals produced by
biotic metabolisms can be different from that of abiotically generated ones.
The details of how certain minerals are formed goes beyond the calculations afforded by a biogeochemical commensurability. If sulfites can still be
accounted for, the details of their crystal structure and their composition can
exceed the simplified arithmetic of resources.
There is a long list of possible biosignatures, and the more is known about
specific contexts and their histories, the more biosignatures can acquire different meanings. The search for traces of life is simultaneously also reshaping
the notion of life and of the kind of traces it could leave. Then, in astrobiology, no signature can, on its own, be considered a very reliable evidence of
life: the habitat, the context, and the dynamics and transformation exceed
the definition of a single biosignature, and push to constantly research more.
Biosignatures depend on the characterization and schematization of biogeochemical processes at the molecular and planetary scale. In order to know
what to look for, it is important to understand the geology and mineralogy
of the rocks, but also the metabolisms of microorganisms, their forms of
life, and the conditions, present and past, on Mars. And to do so, the shared
language of biogeochemistry, and its reliance on the notion of resources, is
essential. This language has been shaped by the same post-war histories that
gave birth to earth sciences in efforts to know our planet and extract resources
and to planetary sciences in reflections on our solar system’s workings.
Such understandings of metabolic processes and of planetary ones show the
traces of shared ancestry: the notion of closed systems, of resources and of
processes that can be characterized in accountable ways, always commensurable and amounting to an arithmetical equation, is like the molecular traces
of the Last Universal Common Ancestor in 16S rRNA, or like the craters
throughout the solar system telling stories of the shared planetary experience
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of a Late Heavy Bombardment. It is a trace—fleeting and unclear as traces
are—of a shared genealogy.
Like these histories, though, this common ancestry is good only as far as
one tries to squint her eyes to see the ‘whole’ story from a distance. Once the
details become more visible, it becomes clear that such shared histories come
together with specific ways of telling stories about them, but also of knowing
these stories, and the ways in which we shape these stories and the worlds
they come with. As the astrobiologists use the currency of biogeochemistry,
they simultaneously and constantly hit against gaps and details that do not
fit so easily. But these gaps are not limits for them: it is this resistance and
recalcitrance of the materials and organisms they work with that allows them
to push and transform their notion of life. The crystal structure of biogenic
sulfites is a case in point: while counting just like any other sulfites, these
are importantly different from the ones that originate in geological processes.
Many things fall out of the accounting of resources, and just like the details
of pyrite ores in the mining of Corta Atalaya, these are not easily dismissed.
Instead they are often crucial in shaping histories, landscapes, forms of life,
and life forms.
EPILOGUE
The story that can be told following the logic of commensurability and
resources is a powerful one. In digging Corta Atalaya, extracting, treating,
shipping and selling copper and pyrite; in searching for life on Mars and in
the acidic waters of the Tinto river; in building spacecrafts to mine asteroids,
nature as a set of resources is a driving force. For astrobiologists, for example,
the biogeochemical currency is crucial in understanding and characterizing
the contexts they study. ‘However, astrobiologists now realize that discriminating possible traces of life from unambiguous traces of life is extremely
difficult in the early Earth rock record, and possibly or probably impossible
in an extraterrestrial context. Detecting life requires a set of multidisciplinary
approaches and criteria and a large (and always improving but never completed) understanding of natural processes’ as Javaux notices (Javaux 2011,
182). Even in the work of astrobiologists, then, the accountability and coherence of this logic needs to be pushed, challenged, transformed and never to
be written in stone once and for all.
So, while the power of commensurability does not mean we need to dismiss
this notion and the accounting that shapes it, it also reminds us to resist the
temptation to think that this is the only story. Details and gaps always exceed
this account. Nature is not a resource: instead, naturecultures take place in
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ongoing and messier practices. The materials that shaped and emerged from
the episodes I chose to put forward are not linear and keep escaping the
bounds of accountability even if they can be made to fit, partially at least,
with it. Simultaneously, they can have important consequences, as they
engender specific worlds. To attend to these materials, these naturecultures
and their diffractions, the logic of resources is not a good tool. It is not the
certainty of calculations and accounts that matter; instead it is the exceptions,
the approximations, the not-quites, not-yets, and almosts that matter here.
These details animate a different approach, a different logic: instead of starting from the coherence of commensurabilities with the need to be reminded
of their limits, they suggest we tell stories that start from the asperity and
certainty of idiosyncrasies, exceptions, interruptions, and differences found in
details, keeping the grand narratives as one of many possible coherences that
can just appear in the background, as we do not look too closely.
If the Anthropocene calls us to try to find alternatives, it does so by articulating a planetary story. But maybe the stories we need to tell fall short of the
coherence of the kind of accounting the planetary relies on. The challenge is
to find narrative and political genres of theory and practice that can allow us
to stay with these excesses, with these troubles. Diffraction and juxtaposition,
as I tried to craft them here, are two experimental narrative devices that can
allow for this. Maybe these can begin to help us tell stories that are not only
about accounting and balancing, and that can envision and evoke other ways
of being together, beyond commensurability.
NOTES
1. This is the promotional video of Deep Space Industries. See online at https://
deepspaceindustries.com/
2. http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/mer/multimedia/pia15119.html
3. This and the following quotes from Ricardo Amils are from interviews and personal conversations collected during fieldwork.
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